
SUMMARY
Clinical observations indicate that patients with right hemisphere

damage (RHD) do not show clinical symptoms of aphasia, but

still experience serious disturbances in their personal, family,

professional and social lives, connected with a certain, not pre-

cisely specified disruption of communication. The purpose of

our research was to determine the essence of these distur-

bances.

The study comprised of 12 patients after right hemisphere stroke,

including 6 with the primary lesion in the frontal lobe, and 6 in

the parietal lobe. The patients’ conversations during therapy

were recorded and transcribed, and then analyzed using the

GSP method (Generic Structural Potential), modified by the

authors in the spirit of ethnographic research.

The communication problems in this group of patients were

related to disturbances of pragmatics. The most frequently en -

countered disturbances involved various social behaviors, both

linguistic and non-linguistic, including initiating, continuing and

ending conversation in a socially unacceptable fashion, difficul-

ties in emotional prosody, and mimicry and gesticulation incon-

gruent with the content of the utterance. These disturbances

occurred in both groups (frontal and parietal RHD), although the

profile was slightly different for each group.

The complaints of RHD patients and their families concerning

their relatively frequent communication problems are related to

the occurrence of disturbances of pragmatics. These distur-

bances have a significant negative impact on the way RHD

patients function in society, and therefore appropriate rehabili-

tation is needed. 
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INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1980s the trend of “functional communications” in aphasi-

ology has made most neuropsychologists aware that the cerebral processes

disturbed by aphasia do not constitute the whole of the communication

process, or even the whole of the verbal process. There exist other forms and

aspects of communication, which in many cases remain intact in spite of the

fact that the purely linguistic processes of semantics (selecting words) and

syntax (stringing them into grammatical sentences) is greatly hindered or

impossible.

Clinical observations indicate that patients with right hemisphere damage

(RHD) generally do not show clinical symptoms of aphasia in the classic

sense of the word, but still experience serious disturbances in their personal,

family, professional and social lives, which are connected with a certain

breakdown of communication, whose nature and cause are difficult to speci-

fy. The patient seems to speak normally with few or no linguistic errors as

such, but has serious problems with initiating communication and conducting

an already started conversation to a reasonable conclusion, often offends or

annoys listeners, and does not seem to know or care exactly what the point

of the conversation is. 

The communication problems of RHD patients are rarely diagnosed in any

formal sense. One major reason for this is that, on the whole, they occur in

natural situations, far less frequently in the context of testing. If they are

noted, they are most often ascribed to reactive mental disturbances, depres-

sion, personality changes or dementia (Pąchalska et al., 2000a; Tlokinski,

1990). For lack of a proper neuropsychological diagnosis, the patient is often

left without specialized assistance and suitably oriented rehabilitation.

The range of functions for which the right hemisphere is responsible is not

as well known as for the left hemisphere; nevertheless, the overall functional

picture of the right hemisphere is becoming more and more intelligible. On

the other hand, although the history of neurolinguistic research into commu-

nication disturbances caused by right hemisphere damage is comparatively

short, the subject is being more frequently recognized as extremely important

(Kaczmarek 1984; Absher & Cummings 1995;  Tompkins, 2000; Tompkins et

al., 2000; Davis et al., 1997; Herzyk, 1992, 1998, 2000; Kadzielawa, 1986;

Pachalska et al., 2000a). It must be admitted, however, as Thompson (2000)

rightly notes, that aphasiologists relatively seldom show interest in this sub-

ject matter, either in their research or in clinical practice 

In recent years reports have appeared in the neuropsychological literature

to the effect that the consequences of a focal lesion in the right hemisphere

cause not only left paresis, but also other neuropsychological dysfunctions,

including problems with higher linguistic functions(Tompkins, 2000; Tompkins

et al., 2000; Mackenzie et al., 1997), although from a theoretical point of view

it is hard to determine the causes of such disturbances. Among such neu-
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ropsychological symptoms associated with RHD, for example, are anosog-

nosia, unilateral neglect, dressing apraxia, and aprosodia; the last of these in

fact, was argued by Ross (Ross et al., 1990; Ross, 1981; Ross & Mesulam,

1979) to be the essence of communication disturbances in RHD patients. It

is difficult, however, to accept the thesis that an alleged lack of expressive-

ness in the voice is a sufficient explanation of the difficulties these patients

experience when communicating with other people.

The authors of this article, on the basis of their clinical experience and a

review of the latest literature in the fields of applied linguistics, neurolinguis-

tics, and neuropsychology, will attempt to defend hypothesis that the key

cause of most, if not all the communication disturbances occurring in RHD

patients can be included under a different, broader term than “aprosodia” –

namely, pragmatics.

Pragmatics in contemporary linguistics and neurolinguistics

In the broadest of terms, pragmatics covers aspects of the verbal com-

munication process which lie outside semantics (lexicon), morphology and

syntax, as well as phonology. Some authors use the term “semantics” in 

a broad er sense, that is, the entire system of associating verbal signs with

meaning and conveying them to (the knowledge of) other people, through

phonology, lexicon, and syntax. In other words, while semantic processes

involve coding and decoding an intended message in accordance with the

generally accepted system of verbal signs, which is language (expressed by

means of a spoken, written or signed text), pragmatic processes decide upon

when we speak, how we speak, to whom we speak and why we communi-

cate the message. 

In the cognitive approach, a non-modular approach is favored by some for

the description of language (Dressler et al., 2000),which means that seman-

tic and pragmatic processes do not take place either separately or in a pre-

cisely determined hierarchical sequence, but are mutually combined and

influence both one another as well as the final product – the text, in a simul-

taneous and complementary manner (see Fig. 1).

This has an obvious relationship with the thesis confirmed by the latest

neuropsychological research, that the brain functions as a whole on the

grounds of the specific participation of mutually related, mutually affecting

and diverse cerebral structures, systems, and functional blocks (Canseco-

Gonzalez, 2000; Caplan, 2000; Luria, 1996). 

The essence of the thesis proposed here consists in the statement that

pragmatic functions become disturbed due to right hemisphere damage in an

fashion analogous to that in which disturbances of the semantic system are

caused by left hemisphere damage. 

The very statement that disturbances of pragmatics belong among the

characteristic symptoms of right hemisphere damage is not at all new. On the

one hand, Van Lancker and Pachana (1998) list disturbances in the sphere
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of pragmatics among the most frequently encountered disturbances in RHD

patients. Nevertheless, the definition of pragmatics used by these authors,

i.e. “use of language in everyday situations,” is both narrow and imprecise;

thus, after devoting only a few sentences to the subject of pragmatics, the

authors in their brief discussion include a sense of humor, aprosodia, the

impossibility of recognizing irony, etc. On the other hand, many authors who

work on discourse disturbances in patients with right hemisphere damage

(Brownell, 2000; Brownell & Joanette, 1993; Ulatowska, 1992; Sherratt &

Penn, 1990; Joanette & Goulet, 1990), do not link the concept of discourse

with pragmatics, or if they happen to do so, then problems of pragmatics are

discussed exclusively in the context of discourse analysis.

There have been many definitions of pragmatics used in the linguistic lit-

erature. We can mention those of Levison (1983), who defines pragmatics as

“investigation into language use,” Leech (1983), who claims that pragmatics

deals with “the study of meaning with regard to a concrete situation in ques-

tion,” or Thomas (1995), for whom pragmatics gives “meaning in the process

of interaction.” This is not the right place to solve disagreements about the

essence of pragmatics from the point of view of theoretical linguistics. Yet

from the above definitions there emerge some key expressions, just as “use,”

“a concrete situation,” and “the process of interaction,” on the basis of which

we can make a working definition of pragmatics useful in neuropsychological

and neurolinguistic clinical practice. 

The word itself, “pragmatics”, derives from the ancient Greek noun prag-
ma, which in turn is derived from the verb pratto, ‘do’, ‘act.’ The etymology

then suggests that the notion of “pragmatics” refers to a concrete behavior in

the “pragmatic” i.e. ”practical” sphere (the words “practical” and “practice”

being derived from the same ancient Greek root), as opposed to possessing

the potential or ability to express oneself in a given language on the basis of

knowing the lexical, syntactic and phonological rules of this language. Hence

pragmatics is not about using language exclusively in everyday life, but about

any language use, i.e. about each and every realization of the communica-

tive potential which we possess when we know a given language. Thus in

pragmatics the basic unit is the speech act.

A speech act , like any other action is more or less or motivated, so it has

a definite aim, which can be distinguished from its semantic content (Frydry -

chowicz 1999). Although in a speech act the aim of the speaker may be effec-

tively hidden or misunderstood, the fact remains that the aim exists, or, to put

it another way, it does not undermine the intentional nature of the speech act.

So pragmatics is about using (taking advantage of) this potential, which we

are given by the knowledge of how to use language in a concrete situation,

here and now, in order to achieve an aim. 

The intentionality of a speech act means that, among other things, the

speaker through his speech act wishes to bring about a definite result that

concerns other people (Frydrychowicz 1999). As presented in other papers
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(Pąchalska et al., 2000a), the pragmatic dimension of a given speech act

occurs in the context of a process taking place between at least two people.

Hence the conclusion can be drawn that from the point of view of semantics,

single words and sentences or even sounds can be discussed, while we can

talk about pragmatics only when all the factors which condition a speech act

in a concrete situation, as part of a certain process involving at least two peo-

ple, traditionally called “speaker” and “recipient,” have been taken into con-

sideration.

The statement that the sphere of pragmatics does not comprise single

sounds, words and sentences may lead to a false impression that the term

pragmatics means nothing more or less, but so-called “non-verbal communi-

cation,” i.e. mimicry, gestures, movements and posture of the body and/or su -

prasegmental aspects of speech, especially intonation, and the speed and tone

of the voice in the process of speaking. Even though all these factors are pres-

ent in the speech act realized in a concrete situation, which means that they

belong to the domain of pragmatics, the sphere of pragmatics encom passes

also, or perhaps mainly, the choice of words appropriate to the present situa-

tion, the manner of introducing, changing and ending topics, and responding to

other people’s utterances. Thus, the subject of interest in pragmatics is the

degree to which the character of the present situation dictates the choice of

words used in a given speech act and the use of all other means of expression,

as well as the way in which those words are received “here and now.” 

Let us take as an example a seemingly simple text, “The window is open,”

which semantically is unambiguous: we know what each word means and the

syntax of the sentence is simple, clear and causes no reservations. The verb

“is” indicates that the subject is singular, and belongs to a class determined

in the predicate, here to a class of objects which are open. We know from this

sentence, without great doubt, that there is a window and also that at the

moment it is in one of the two possible states in which a whole, undamaged

window appropriately installed in a wall can be, either “open” or “closed”, and

that at this moment in time it is in the former state. With regard to semantics,

then, the situation is obvious. However, in different concrete situations, by

means of this sentence, we can infer entirely different intentions and motiva-

tions from the simple statement of the factual state of the window, through 

a request to close it, to an explanation as to why there is a draft in the room.

etc. Depending on who says the sentence, to whom, where and when and

with what tone of the voice, it can result in completely different effects, de -

spite the semantic explicitness of the text. It is from pragmatic analysis that

we know what the speaker wants in a concrete situation. 

To summarize, it should be stressed that semantics and pragmatics con-

stitute two points of view upon one rather complex phenomenon, which is the

speech act. Semantics comprises the first place meaning, i.e. the association

of verbal signals with a perceived or imagined reality, while pragmatics deals

with the intentionality of the speech act (see Fig. 1).
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It is worth emphasizing at this point that research in pragmatics encom-

passes the speech act as the sum of all utterances aimed at achieving a def-

inite goal; therefore, we can talk about the intentionality of the speech act

only holistically. The intentionality of single words and sentences is second-

ary and results from their role in the course of realizing the speaker’s inten-

tions. In consequence, the traditional distinction between a spoken utterance

and a written text as products of two different channels of verbal communi-

cation takes on a somewhat different shape. Although the properties of the

selected channel have an unquestionable influence on the verbal shape of

the utterance or text, the choice of the channel is made in the later stage of

its formulation (see Fig. 2).Because of this, when discussing the pragmatic
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aspects of a speech act, it is more and more frequent that we follow the con-

vention of calling the whole participation of one person in the process of com-

munication a “text,” without prior distinction between written and spoken

texts. The term “text” instead of “utterance” better suits the holistic approach

to the speech act from the standpoint of pragmatics. For example, in the

course of an ordinary conversation, the text is all that one person says dur-

ing that conversation, whereas the term “utterance” means every fragment of

text which is spoken in between the utterances of other people. 

As mentioned above, the notion of pragmatics pertains to a speech act

envisaged as a process. i.e. a sequence of events related with other events

developing in time. As with any other process involving more than one person,

a speech act, particularly with regard to pragmatics, develops most frequently

according to a pre-selected pattern, called in linguistic literature “genre.” Each

such genre, more or less consciously chosen for the purpose of a text, provides

speakers with a set of possibilities to choose formulas, called topoi, which usu-

ally follow each other in a fixed order. Depending on the specificity of the genre,

and the discretion, ability and temperament of the speaker, deviations from the

expected sequence and shape of topoi are possible. However, this is within cer-

tain bounds, beyond which the text no longer belongs to the same genre.

Choosing a genre for a given text is conditioned by the purpose of the text,

the concrete communication situation, and the selected channel of commu-

nication. However, one should remember that every subsequent decision in

the heuristic process causes and simultaneously conditions the next deci-

sion. For example, a girl who wants to break up with her fiancé must first

choose a channel of communication (spoken, written or signed text), and

then, depending on the selected channel, she has definite genres to choose

from: in the case of the spoken channel it can be a telephone conversation,

conveying the news personally or via a third person, while in the case of the

written channel it could be a farewell letter, telegram etc. If she chooses, for

example, a letter, we all know that it will begin with a topos called a “saluta-

tion” such as “Dearest Thomas” (or “Dear”), where the choice of the name

“Thomas” instead of “Tom” communicates a certain coldness. A deviation

from the conventional topos, such as “Dear Sir” or “you scoundrel” would

communicate a rather extreme attitude, and a different meaning. After the

salutation, she may express - though not necessarily – her regret and/or

apologies for the pain or mental suffering she has caused. Next, there is the

essential information, “We are through,” followed by a justification of the deci-

sion or discussion of its consequences; finally (possibly after repeating some

of these elements), there is a farewell phrase and a signature. If the same

information is relayed by telephone, the text will take on a different shape as

regards pragmatics, although the content of the essential information

remains principally identical. Different formulas apply to the beginning and

the end of the text, but first and foremost, there is the possibility of an imme-

diate reaction on the part of the addressee, which can diametrically change
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the situation, and in consequence the text itself, while it is being formed. 

A face-to-face conversation may proceed analogically, but even here certain

formulas (topoi) are different from the ones used in a telephone conversation,

since different factors come into play which influence the course of the com-

munication process. Relaying the message by a third party has considerably

fewer obligatory formulas (at least as regards the girl), but can be interpret-

ed as an expression of contempt or lack of courage, which may be a more or

less important factor for the interested party. Finally, the girl in question may

personally return to the fiancé, or send by post, a symbol (a ring) as a non-

linguistic, but rather meaningful communiqué of the same content, thus sav-

ing herself the necessity of explaining the reasons for her decision or to de -

termine its consequences etc. 

All in all, what is most crucial here, for the present purposes, is the fact

that every choice in this process from concept to text enables us to express

certain content (ideas) which cause certain results, but hampers others or

makes them virtually impossible. Hence we can conclude that the ability to

express oneself in concrete situations is not exclusively conditioned by a well

functioning semantic system, but also by the pragmatic system, which clear-

ly indicates that semantics and pragmatics complement each other and

mutually depend on each other during verbal communication (being both

mutually complementary and interdependent).

The knowledge of “genres” and the topoi that compose them, as used in

a given society, depends to some extent on one’s education, and is integral-

ly connected with the knowledge of language and culture. Although some

genres are more common, and others more specific to a given linguistic com-

munity, the formulas (topoi) happen to vary. A foreigner with a very good

knowledge of the lexical and syntactic rules of a second language may have

serious difficulties in the sphere of pragmatics caused by his unfamiliarity with

the genres and topoi used in a foreign culture, which leads to problems with

multicultural communication, not less than those caused by a lack of grammat-

ical and lexical knowledge of the foreign language. This is the case, because,

when meeting someone who simply does not speak our language, we princi-

pally have to suspend passing judgment on them from a pragmatical point of

view, since we do not have the semantic basis to justify such judgments.

Overall, difficulties on the semantic plane are clear and evident, as they ap -

pear on the surface of the speech act, whereas speech disturbances which occur

on the pragmatic plane, very frequently effectively disturbing the communication

process, are not always so distinct. They are rather felt than heard (or read).

Errors in pragmatics

It is commonly known that a foreigner can commit pragmatic errors in 

a second language. There are, however, other situations, more difficult ones,

in which a person may appear “strange” because in their linguistic behavior

there are considerable deviations from the pragmatic norms. By this we
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mean people with right hemisphere damage, who may experience distur-

bances in pragmatics parallel to those which can sometimes be noticed in

foreigners’ speech.

In the context of neuropsychological clinical practice, one of the important

problems to solve is the definition and identification of pathology in the

sphere of pragmatics, since the assumed norm in this respect can be virtual-

ly impossible to determine (Duszak, 1998; Prutting & Kirchner, 1987). It is

well known that in aphasiology scientists have had analogous conceptual

problems since the beginnings of this discipline: what makes a norm and

what a pathology? Similarly, in pragmatics, measuring the degree of devia-

tion from the assumed common norm in precisely determined situations, with

so many variables to take into account, hardly constitutes a feasible task.

What is more, the definition of pragmatics itself indicates that this notion is

applied in real, natural situations, which are generally beyond the sphere of

control of researchers, as they are extremely difficult to observe. In this situ-

ation, then, it is practically impossible to define a commonly accepted “indi-

cator of pragmatic behavior” 

No wonder, then, that standard neuropsychological batteries do not contain

pragmatics tests, at least in the meaning of the term proposed here.

Nonetheless, ignoring this aspect of communication makes it impossible to

obtain a comprehensive portrait of the disturbed functioning of a person with

right hemisphere damage. Therefore, the best solution seems to be to as sume

a clear concept of “pragmatic error.” In our opinion, one can talk about a prag-

matic error, when against the speaker’s intention, the semantic content of the

text is negated, undermined or impossible to comprehend because of factors

belonging to the domain of pragmatics. It is also important to distinguish

between a “conceptual” error occurring at the earlier stages of the process

shown in Fig. 2, i.e. in the concept of intention and aim of speaking, and “per-

formance” errors which occur, e.g. while choosing a genre or appropriate topoi.

Semantic and pragmatic errors can be committed by everyone for various

reasons. A tired person, or someone who is under the influence of medicine,

alcohol, is physically or mentally stressed can at some point display features

of speech similar or identical to the clinical traits of aphasia. However, we do

not speak of aphasia less a person with brain damage makes linguistic mis-

takes frequently and regularly, over an extended period of time, and general-

ly gives the impression that they have lost in a relatively permanent manner

their ability to avoid committing such linguistic errors, which they used to

make relatively seldom or never. Likewise, in the case of pragmatic errors

there may occur a pathological state, in which the person is no longer able to

avoid making errors in pragmatics. On the grounds of many years of clinical

practice, the authors can list a number of different kinds of brain damage that

can cause observable disturbances in pragmatics; however, for the purpos-

es of this study, we will concentrate on one large group of patients: those with

right hemisphere damage. 
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Asymmetry and pragmatics

The results of our many years of research allow us to put forward the hypoth-

esis that disturbances of pragmatics should be regarded as key symptoms of

right hemisphere damage, just as aphasia is a key symptom of left hemisphere

damage. Moreover, since the picture of aphasia is connected to the location of

the lesion in the left hemisphere, it also seems highly probable that the place of

localization of the lesion in the right hemisphere is not indifferent to the clinical

picture of pragmatic disturbances (cf. Pachalska et al., 2000b).

For many years in the specialist literature the essence of the functional

asymmetry of the brain has revolved around the “left brain-right brain”

dichotomy (Walsh, 2000; Zangwill, 1961). However, an analysis of the latest

research results in neurophysiology and neuroanatomy is forcing us to revise

this view. Today, we already know that specialized systems and functional

blocks which cooperate with one another are located in the whole brain

(Walsh, 2000; Zangwill, 1961) along various axes of asymmetry (frontal,

sagittal and horizontal). Meanwhile, in the neuropsychological literature,

where a functional division has already been made (e.g. frontal, temporal,

parietal, occipital lobes), authors do not always take into consideration the

importance of the various axes of asymmetry. As an example, in the rich lit-

erature on the functions and dysfunctions of the frontal lobes, the authors

when discussing various clinical traits of the “frontal complex” only sporadi-

cally concentrate on the functional differences between the left and right

frontal lobes (Herzyk, 2000; Damasio, 1999; Lebrun, 1995).

It must be emphasized that in the case of the left hemisphere the coopera-

tion of the systems located in various areas in relation to sagittal axis asym-

metry is already well known, since in the broadest of terms, damage in the

frontal area of the left hemisphere causes coding, ataxic (motor) aphasia, while

damage in the posterior area causes decoding, sensory aphasia. 

A great deal of research has also been devoted to subcortical structures situ-

ated below the horizontal axis, the damage of which gives rise to subcortical

aphasia (Crosson, 1985; Murdoch et al., 1991; Kadzielawa, 1997; Schnei der et

al., 1999; Nagaratnam & Gilhotra, 1998). Meanwhile, little has been reported

on the results of damage in the frontal and posterior areas of the right hemi-

sphere. In practice there are no studies on the functions of the subcortical

structures of this hemisphere. This is most likely because many authors con-

sider the right brain hemisphere more primitive in its organization than the left

(Brown, 1988). Yet there are authors who have noticed functional differences

within the right hemisphere itself. One of these is Ross (1981), who conducted

research into disturbances on the suprasegmental plane of speech (intonation,

accent, rhythm) referred to as aprosodia. Ross claimed that, as different areas

of the right hemisphere become damaged, different types of aprosody occur:

motor, sensory, transcortical and mixed. Prosody, however, constitutes only a

small part of the problem. In our view the essence of the problem is pragmat-

ics, and its disintegration as a consequence of right hemisphere damage.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A qualitative examination of disturbances of pragmatics

In order to make a qualitative analysis of the patients’ communicative be -

havior with disturbances of pragmatics, from considerable clinical material

comprising the examination of more than 100 patients with right hemisphere

damage, we have selected 12 right-handed patients with one ischemic focal

lesion in the right hemisphere, confirmed by CT or MRI. These subjects were

divided into two groups of six patients (three women and three men),

matched for age and sex. In group A (anterior), the lesions were situated

exclusively or mainly in the frontal lobe, while in group P (posterior), exclu-

sively or mainly in the parietal lobe, with one person whose damage was

located mainly in subcortical structures (KW, age 59). In carrying out the

qualitative analysis further in this paper, every patient will be assigned an

identifier, with the letter of the respective group, A or P, an ordinal number

(from 1 to 6 in each of the groups ) and a letter signifying the sex of the sub-

ject (M or F.) 

Table 1 contains basic data characterizing each of the patients, while table

2 gives selected neuropsychological parameters.

It should be noted that the intelligence quotient of the subjects is within the

norm or just borderline. The lowering of the score is mainly caused by diffi-

culties with performing the non-verbal tests, in particular the ones that test the
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ability to assemble into one logical whole parts of figures (the profile of a face,

a boy, a hand). What is worth noting is that some of the subjects experienced

considerable memory disturbances. A tendency revealing differences be -

tween the groups was noticed: in accordance with the generally accepted

assumptions, disturbances are greater in patients with parietal lobe damage.
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No clinical symptoms of amnesia were found in the patients. In the Frenchay

Aphasia Screening Test (FAST) – Polish version (Bitniok, 1998), the patients

did not show symptoms of aphasia. The complete neuropsychological profile

of the patients does not indicate the presence of dementia, or the develop-

ment of symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. Thus it is difficult to attribute the

disturbances of pragmatics found in these patients to another disease which

might coexist with the consequences of a stroke.

Method of examining pragmatics

As mentioned above, tests of pramatics as such essentially do not exist.

This is the case mainly because pragmatics pertains to human verbal behav-

ior in concrete, socially-oriented situations. As we know, a clinical experiment

comprising such situations – with the participation of a patient with brain dam-

age – is both difficult to plan, and also to carry out outside the clinic context,

such as at home, in a shop, or at a restaurant or an office.
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Therefore, investigations into pragmatics were made indirectly, treating

the research sessions in which routine neuropsychological examinations of

patients with post-stroke right hemisphere damage took place, as a particu-

lar kind of communication process. The utterances of each patient were re -

cord ed on tape, while stimulated discourse was videotaped. The recordings

were subsequently subjected to qualitative analysis. 

Table 3 contains the most frequently encountered disturbances of prag-

matics in the group of patients under examination.

It can be noticed that disturbances of pragmatics comprise various speech

acts and channels of communication. The qualitative analysis of the patients’

conversations, with the division into frontal lobe damage and parietal lobe

damage, was carried out on the basis of the GSP method (Generic Structural

Potential) proposed by Ventola (1979) with the authors’ own modifications in

the spirit of ethnographic research, which is presented by the first author

elsewhere (Pachalska & MacQueen, 2002; cf. also Togher & Hand, 1999).

Transcripts of the recorded conversations were made and, following every

turn, these were classified and commented upon according to the following

formula for each session:

[Gr ^ (?Id)] ^ [Ap-I ^ Ap-D ^ C ^ /Q/ ^ /An/ (?D)(?R)] ^ LT ^ GB 

where:

Gr genre

() optional element

// recurring element 

[ ] bounds of mobility (mobile element may occur in any place in a range

marked like this) 

? mobile element

^ fixed/set/ sequence/progression

The meanings of the abbreviations denoting the elements which appear

here are presented in table 4.

On the grounds of clinical experience gained from the examination of

many patients, it was noted that patients from group A made characteristic

pragmatic errors, which differ from those committed by the subjects in group

P. Below we give excerpts from two conversations considered typical of

patients from groups A and P. The conversations took place relatively early in

the course of examination, in which the patients were asked to copy a picture

entitled “A building site” (Pachalska & MacQueen, 2002). In each case the

beginning of the conversation was omitted, so the recording begins with an

element of type C. 

The discussion about artificial flowers in America continues for about 10

minutes, during which the researchers tried to keep up the conversation with-

out directing and without further attempts at centering the patient.
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The following points deserve special attention:

• in point 2 – the sudden digression (D); patient A1 on the whole uses many

digressions, but only twice in the course of the conversation analysed here

does he answer directly the question asked;
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• in point 8 – a digression from a digression

• in point 12 – the assumption of patient A1 that OB1’s utterance was ad -

dressed to him, and the ignoring of the fact that another patient had

entered the room.
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• in point 58 – avoidance of answering a question in a way that is hard to

understand (the change of the subject by the patient is so drastic and

unjustified that the person writing up the script of the conversation

checked several times if there was a pause made while recording, but it

turned out that there was not).
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• in point 64 - an attempt to end the session by the patient without intro-

ducing an LT element while the researchers are still participating in the sit-

uation (point 65). In addition to this, the attempt to point out the interlocu-

tor’s inappropriate behavior was not taken up by the patient.

Many of these elements repeated themselves not only when talking to

patient A1, but also with other patients from group A, where frequent, long

digressions and lack of a reply to a direct question were observed. Patient A3

concluded by saying, “If you left an umbrella on my bus I would turn aside
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from the route and personally take it back to your house, ma’am.” Patient A5,

a female painter, when asked to describe her most memorable Christmas,

took a sheet of paper and a pencil and drew the history of her disease as 

a 6-picture story. She summed it up by saying “Last Christmas I fell ill.”

Patient A3, when asked to repeat a short text called “The lost umbrella” dur-

ing a memory listening test, started at one point to talk about various objects

that he found left by passengers in his bus, which lasted 8 minutes. He con-

cluded by saying, “If you left an umbrella on my bus I would turn aside from

the route and personally take it back to your house, ma’am.”

In order to compare the differences in pragmatic disturbances between the

groups, we will present a conversation with a patient from group P, also

recorded at an earlier stage of examination, involving the sequencing of a six-

picture story called “The building site.” To make the comparison easier, the

transcript begins as before, at the appropriate moment. The patient sequenc -
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ed the pictures in a seemingly random order, but told the story in a logical

manner, successively pointing at the appropriate pictures 

After 15 more minutes of examination the conversation resumed as fol-

lows:

In this case the following observations can be made.

• In the utterances of Patient 4 there are no digressions (D). The patient

tries to answer the questions, but she cannot. (subsequent attempts made
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by the interviewers to direct her course of thinking turn out to be ineffec-

tive.)

• The utterances of Patient 4 are characterized by relatively long pauses,

which motivate the interviewers to make up auxiliary questions. 

• The answers of the patient to the directing questions prove that she does

not understand their aim.

• In contrast to patient A1’s behaviour, Patient P4 is even excessively polite

in the conclusion of the conversation. 

• In point 60, the aim and meaning of the OB1 statement is not understood

by the patient and is received as an unfavorable remark 

The astonishing words “High Commission” were spoken without a trace of

irony or humor: the patient, being aware of the fact that she is being ques-

tioned by two professors, chooses words which seem to be adequate (before

her stroke the patient worked in a managerial post in the tax office).

On the grounds of these experiences a number of hypotheses can be put

forward, including the following:
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Patients from both groups have serious communication problems with

regard not so much to the construction and reception of verbal messages, but

their control and understanding of the course of the conversation in a given

situation; in other words, they commit a number of pragmatic errors. This

hypothesis was proved in further research, as all the conversations held with

patients contained some pragmatic mistakes. The most frequent errors en -

coun tered in the recorded conversations are presented in table 2.

Group A patients tend to make numerous and long digressions, they often

do not answer the questions or do not respond appropriately to the inter-

locutor’s turn(e.g. they ignore C type turns) and pay little attention to rituals

of welcoming, addressing, ending and saying goodbye. This hypothesis has

also been proved many times in our research.

The patients from group P are generally polite and try to be pleasant, but

they do not understand the whole context of the current situation and respond

to every following turn of the interlocutor as if it were a brand new task. They

do not introduce their own topics, and they do not develop the subjects pro-

posed by interlocutors, they prefer to answer concretely, concrete questions.

Further talk with patients confirmed this hypothesis.

Although the results obtained from these and other patients examined by

us with right hemisphere damage have provided many valuable observa-

tions, both quantitative and qualitative, the analysis presented above serves,

in our opinion, as an example of the enormous potential of the GSP method.

Without this qualitative research, which emphasizes the relevant issues with-

in the range under examination, it would not have been possible to draw the

conclusions proposed by the authors elsewhere (Pachalska et al., 2000a).

DISCUSSION
Knowledge of the rules of pragmatics applicable in a given language

group, which in fact belongs to the general resources of linguistic and cultur-

al knowledge, appears to be a constant feature of the adult brain, although at

any moment different factors such as fatigue, stress, strong emotion, alcohol

or other poisonous substances, can negatively influence the manner in which 

a person applies and observes these rules and principles. However, in the case

of brain damage, certain behaviors which under other circumstances would be

recognized as a result of a momentary weakness become characteristic. The

patient is no longer capable of behaving differently or can only sporadically fol-

low the rules of pragmatics, but at the cost of great mental effort.

The utterances of patients with right hemisphere damage are generally

perceived by people around them as uncultured (rude), ridiculous, bizarre,

although the patients themselves are not able to comprehend why other peo-

ple do not actually understand what they say, why, for example, they laugh at

their utterances. Hence complaints are made of the type: “Somehow I can’t

make myself understood.”
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The disturbances in pragmatics found in these patients, analogous to the

semantic disturbances called aphasia, pose many research questions, which

cannot be answered here in more detail. In accordance with the assumptions

of qualitative methods, we wish to draw attention to important issues, rather

than give final conclusions. Our research and observations have led us to

consider further the subject of the brain-behaviour relation, which we will

(schematically) outline below. 

As previously mentioned, there is substantial neuropsychological literature

on the lateralization of brain functions (Herzyk, 1992). Although general de -

scriptions of the left-right asymmetry are well known, there are still many

problems to be solved (Damasio, 1999; Grabowska, 1999). This refers in par-

ticular to right hemisphere functions, which are far less known than left brain

functions, most likely because speech, as the most complicated and fasci-

nating of the human brain’s functions, is – as it appears – located compara-

tively precisely in the left hemisphere. At least since the times of Broca

(1865), such a conclusion has most frequently been justified with the obser-

vation that damage to certain parts of this hemisphere causes evident distur-

bances in the patient’s ability to build logical words and sentences or to

receive other people’s utterances. The results of losing the semantic func-

tions of language are immediately noticeable, as aphasia does not belong to

the more subtle neurological symptoms. Although it is impossible to question

the truthfulness of Broca’s findings, it does not constitute the essence of the

issue under examination. For a number of years there have been mentions in

the neuropsychological literature that the participation of the right hemisphere in

(broadly conceived) linguistic performance is considerable. It is not well known,

however, what exactly its role in this process may be. The most frequent

assumption has been that it regards discourse, i.e. the process of text forma-

tion at a level beyond the sentence (Tompkins, 2000; Tompkins et al., 2000;

Davis et al., 1997; Brownell & Joanette, 1993; Joanette & Goulet, 1990).

In this context the results of our research into disturbances of pragmatics

in patients with right hemisphere damage show a way to solve the problem.

With a broader understanding of the concept “pragmatics” we are able to

explain why our patients have communication problems from the linguistic

point of view. On the basis of this and other research (Pachalska et al.,

2000a, 2000b) we put forward the hypothesis that each of the hemispheres

has its own particular “clock,” not in the strict sense of a “time-measuring

device”, but more in the sense in which this term is used in computer science

to refer to a device sequencing performed functions in an appropriate time rela-

tionship (to one another). This means that nearly every action or process that

the person performs or observes constitutes a set of separate actions and func-

tions (e.g. stimulating axons, contracting and relaxing muscles), which must be

appropriately arranged in time and space for a reaction to take place.

The clock in the left hemisphere is principally diachronic: events and func-

tions are sequenced in a linear manner, i.e. “chronologically,” one by one
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from beginning to end. Since language constitutes processes mostly, though

not exclusively diachronic, which take place in succession over time, the

“diachronic clock” of the left hemisphere takes on key significance in building

texts from the basic language units (sounds, words, sentences), and damage in

this hemisphere potentially disrupting the functioning of the “diachronic clock”

frequently causes aphasia in its classic forms (see also Pachalska 1999). 

The clock in the right hemisphere is synchronic, which allows the compo-

sition of pictures of various polymodal elements integrated into a whole, with

figure and background, text and context, which are presented “here and now.”

When the “synchronic clock” of the right hemisphere becomes damaged or dis-

rupted, the steering function is assumed by the “diachronic clock” of the left

hemisphere, which causes the patient not to see (in a relatively broad and at the

same time literal sense of the word) anything around them, but rather what is

lying just in front of them. While a patient with deep aphasia frequently lives in

his peculiar “eternal” present (time), for a patient with right hemisphere damage

there exists only continual movement from the past to the future – the present

does not exist (cf. also Pachalska and MacQueen 2005).

In light of the above, one can understand the causes of pragmatic disinte-

gration and the problems related to this, experienced by patients after a right

hemisphere stroke. A text, seen as a verbal structure, is a diachronic phe-

nomenon, which is managed by the left hemisphere. In contrast, a text seen

as a pragmatic entity must appear in a real context, which is the “here and

now”; however, the damaged right hemisphere with its disrupted or destroyed

“synchronic clock” does not see this “here and now.” And it is this, in our view,

that constitutes the essence of the observed disturbances in patients with

right brain damage. 

The noticeable differences in symptomatology between patients with fron -

tal lobe and parietal lobe damage, which we have presented above, mainly

result from the asymmetry of functions in the sagittal axis (the frontal and

posterior areas of the brain), which overlaps the asymmetry of functions in

the frontal axis (right-left hemisphere). This is mainly an asymmetry of move-

ment and activity (in the area of pre-frontal, pre-motor and motor) as well as

perception and imagination (in primary sensation and association cortex). 

A patient with a focal lesion in the right frontal lobe frequently acts in an accel-

erated mode: they seem nervous, sometimes virtually maniacal, speak too

fast, act rashly and carelessly. As soon as they begin speaking their acceler-

ated “diachronic clock” leads them forward at full steam, without pausing to

look around. Every thought that comes to them must be immediately realized

as something urgent, without thinking or reflection as to whether the action is

right. This phenomenon is known as lack of planning and control of action.

On the other hand, a patient with damage in the posterior areas of the right

hemisphere suffers from a constant shortage of information, as a result of

which they do not move either forward or backwards, since they do not

receive appropriate spatial-visual stimuli to act upon. 
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In order to familiarize the reader with these issues, we have developed a

neurocybernetic model of brain lateralization (see Fig. 3). 

Different stimuli enter the organism via exteroceptors, proprioceptors and

interoceptors. Receptor cells are able to react to a given cell-specific stimuli.

Depending on the degree of excitation of the cell and intensity of the stimu-

lus, impulses are conveyed to the primary sensory cortex specific to a given

analysor: in the occipital lobe (visual impulses), temporal lobe (auditory), and

parietal lobe (kinesthetic), where the process of recognition begins, complet-

ed later in the monomodal gnostic unit described by Konorski (1969), also

called a first degree integrative unit (cf. Pachalska 1992, 1999).

Axons conduct impulses, if the threshold of excitation is exceeded. Stimuli

from the monomodal integrative unit are conveyed to a higher level, to the

polymodal integrative unit composed of the set of neutrons of a given hemi-

sphere, called sets of multiple representation in the process of perception,

where the various sensory pictures are merged into complex mental repre-

sentations, which eventually become the subject’s conscious perception.

The activation of engrams of memory images, learned at the perception

stage (image memory) and coded in the molecular structures of one or both
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of the memory systems (short-term and long-term) is related to satisfying

needs and expressing emotions. In the process of creating a memory trace

(engram), which is distributed reversibly at the junction of afferent and effer-

ent synapses, from the reproductive junctions, an important role is played by

chemical mediators, whose activity is linked to the strength and kind of emo-

tional tension (negative or positive load).

Recalling an engram from memory consists in a cyclic stimulation of neu-

rons of the polymodal integrative unit of one or both brain hemispheres by the

short term memory system .The conditions are appropriate then for impulses

to circulate around the circuits. These are the physical grounds for imagining

situations, which condition the occurrence of a motivated utterance (cf.

Pachalska, 1992), which belongs to pragmatics.

On the basis of the information regarding the external and internal situa-

tion that reaches the brain, a person takes various decisions and performs

concrete actions, but in the first place, plans, analyses and controls the

action. A detailed description of the process of changing one type of modali-

ty stimuli for other within a poly-modal organizational unit, thanks to the phe-

nomenon of synthesthesia, can be found by the reader in a previous work by

the first author (Pachalska, 1999:16-18). The appropriately processed infor-

mation moves to the executive block, and from here on, after a decision is

made, it goes to the programming centers in the motor area. It is here that an

action program is prepared, which is relayed to the executive organs (mus-

cles) by means of efferent nerve tracts. The planned action takes place,

including a motivated utterance. 

The significance of lateralization in the above mentioned process consists

in the fact that sensory impulses (afferent) processed diachronically by the

left hemisphere, and synchronically by the right, simultaneously reach the

executive block from analogous sensory areas, while motor impulses (effer-

ent) are sent for simultaneous diachronic and synchronic programming.

Interestingly, the simultaneous processing of neuronal information by the two

hemispheres with different “brain clocks” does not lead to conflict in a normal

situation. Just the opposite: cooperation of the synchronic right hemisphere

with the diachronic left hemisphere enables us to experience constantly the

inner life called “thinking,” as well as purposeful activity in the outside world.

As rightly noticed by American neurologist and neuropsychologist Damasio

(1999), our subjective mental life is composed of a series of mental states,

which over time come in succession, like video film frames, creating the

impression of smooth movement. Continuing with this metaphor, one can say

that it is the right hemisphere that composes these frames (having a number

of paths and channels), whereas the left one arranges them in the right

sequence. 

The application of this concept of language and speech does not require

an excessive effort of imagination. According to Luria (1967), language is

essentially a diachronic phenomenon, and certain linguistic disturbances in
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his view result from the acquired inability to transform synchronic thinking into

diachronic language structures. In light of our considerations, his standpoint

could be modified on the grounds of the fact that language has diachronic as

well as synchronic features. Words and sentences are developed over time,

but still, after full development they constitute a complex whole, in which

beginning and end coexist. This whole also contains the entire context, sub-

texts, intertext, in a word: the situation. It is only in this sense that one can

understand Luria’s statement that a speech act , even though it develops in

time, constitutes a realization of the speaker’s intentions, which is a complex

phenomenon and principally a synchronic one. 

Summing up, it should be remembered that depriving a speech act of its

diachronic aspect causes aphasia, which in the majority of cases is related to

left brain damage, while the loss of synchronic features, due to right brain

damage, gives rise to grave disturbances in pragmatics. On the other hand,

pragmatics itself should be understood in a slightly broader way than thus far,

because limiting the domain of pragmatics to expressing and understanding

emotions in the voice, on the face or using gestures, leads to a narrowing of

our field of vision and formation of a fragmentary picture of frequently un -

pleasant communication problems experienced by patients after a right brain

stroke. This fact allows us to state that so far insufficient attention has been

paid to frequent complaints from patients and their families about the recur-

ring mutual communication problems between them.

In order to provide these patients with help, it is not sufficient to issue them

with a simple statement that due to right brain damage they experience dis-

turbances in pragmatics. In the diagnosis and rehabilitation of these patients

we have to take into consideration the important differences between patients

with posterior and frontal lesions in the brain. Patients with frontal lobe dam-

age in the right hemisphere frequently change the subject without a reason

and settle matters which are relevant for them, disregarding completely the

socially accepted conventions. Conversely, patients with damage in the pos-

terior part of the right hemisphere, although they motivate the change of sub-

ject more often, show a tendency to complete their conversation and leave

without settling relevant matters. 

In the course of diagnosing and rehabilitating these patients, the occur-

rence of the above behaviors and similar ones frequently leads to conflicts

with therapists. For example, the sudden departure of the patient from the

room, without giving any reason, may be interpreted as “skipping class,” or

fatigue and lack of willingness to collaborate, which in turn may result in the

stopping of efforts at rehabilitation. If our considerations may to a degree pre-

vent such situations from happening, as well as their unpleasant conse-

quences, the inclusion of pragmatics in neuropsychological issues should

easily be recognized as useful. 
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CONCLUSIONS
As a result of our research it has been found that the complaints of pa -

tients with right brain damage, as well as those of their families, regarding rel-

atively frequent occurrences of mutual communication problems, are linked

to pragmatic disturbances. These disturbances apply to patients with the pri-

mary lesion in the frontal lobes, as well as in the parietal lobes of the right

hemisphere, although the picture of these disturbances takes on a slightly dif-

ferent profile in both of these types of damage. 

These disturbances exert a significant negative influence on the function-

ing in society of patients with right hemisphere damage, which means that

they require appropriate rehabilitation.
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